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A number o/ different egualiMUtten techniques 
for hasepand channels in serial digital data transmission 
system ha&e appeared in the published literature* in 
this study Q comparison of various teohniques has been 
carried out for the sake of comparison the optimum 
linear equaliser, the optimum non linear equaliser and 
the optimum linear network using orthogonal groups of 
signals have been considered* 
It has been found that the optimum linear netvMirk 
can be Used over any baseband channel as compared to the 
linear equaliser. Furthermore the linear network does 
not suffer from error extension effects as compared to 
the non linear equaliMer, The network has a better 
tolerance to noise as compared to the linear and non 
linear equalisers* 
The only disadvantage &ith the arrangement of 
orthogofial groups is that the element tranemiseion rate 
in this case is higher as compared to the other two 
arrangements, for the same information transmission rate. 
Tht& ineresB«s the ISI ani brings down the signal 
to noise ratio of the former arrangement* Bome&ert the 
Bignul to noise ratio of the linear network obtotnea for 
tk& €ame information rate as the linear ^ad non linear 
equaltMor ha$ similar or eoen better polmee* • it has aleo 
been found that the linear network ie i«.s« seneitiue to 
element timing errors ae compore4 to the other two arran* 
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GBAPTER " I 
INTROBOCnm 
BiCK mOffJfD I 
In digital data tranamtaaton syatema the rate at 
which signaXa can be transmitted ia limited mainly by 
two factors: 
U Additive and multiplicative noise 
P. Interfearance or distortion introduced by 
the transmission path* 
Both these factors introduce errors in transmiaaion and 
therefore must either the eliminated or minimixed* ffoiae 
which corrupts the received signal is due to many factors 
and is picked up by the signal all along its transmission 
path. The noise cannot be completely eliminated b^t can 
be minimised by a proper design of the system in general, 
and equipments in particular. The effect of the distortions 
introduced by the transmission path is to stretch the 
transmitted digital wave form, in time. Due to this 
stretching or spreading of the transmitted signal elements, 
i 
there is overlapping of these elements at the receiver and 
correct detection is not possible even in the absence of 
- 2 -
the noise, I'his form of dtstortton ts termed as "Inter-
symbol interference"* 
Although intersymbol interference is undesirable 
and degrades the performance of the system, in theory it 
i 
can be completely eliminated at the receiwer provided that 
the characteristics of the transmission medium are knownp 
different techniques for the eliminati<>n of isl in digital 
data transmission system have been proposed and these are 
available in the published literature* 
These techniques can be broadly cassified into two 
groups linear and non linear. The linear techniques mainlg 
consists of a linear transversal filter known as "linear 
e^qualieer", fhich is designed in such a manner that the 
resultant transfer fn, of the trasnmtssion channel and the 
equaliser in cascade is as close to unity as possible, 
different linear equalizers have been designed and each 
of them has different performance in the presence of 
additive white gaussian noise. It has been found, that 
the highest signal to noise ratio is achieved in the case 
where the equaliser is designed to minimised the mean 
square error between the actual output and the desired 
output. This equaliser is termed as the optimum linear 
equaliser. 
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The non linear teehntgues of channel egualieatton 
usually called the non linear equalitser ccnsiat of a 
linear feed forward traneperBal filter followed by a non 
linear feedback transversal filter. The linear filter 
performs a process of partial equalieation of the channel 
which is completed by the non linear filter using decision 
directed cancelation of Intersymbol Interference, i 
number of different non linear equaliser have been proposed, 
the one which is considered in this report maximises the 
output signal to noise ratio dnd is termed as optimum non 
linear equalizer* It determines a particular combination 
of the linear and non linear filters that maximiaes the 
signal to noise ratio in the detection of the signal ele" 
ments subject to the essentially accura.t equalieation of 
the channel. 
An interesting technique of channel equaliMOtion 
has recently been proposed reference (Thesis), In this 
method the transmitted signal is arranged in groups and 
adjacent groups of signal elements seperated by sero le'oel 
elements so that they do not oner lap each other at the 
detector input. The detector consists of a linear network 
which detects the elements in a group simultaneously. The 
arrangement has several advantages over the linear and the 
non linear equalisers mentioned above. The disadvantage 
with this arrangement is that for a given information 
rate, the element transmission rate is increased which 
- ^ -
I 
tncreaaes the intersymbol interference between elemente 
of a received groups. This reduces the performance of 
the arrangement in the presence of additive white 
gaussian noise* 
1.2 SCOPE OF THE PMO,/MCTi 
In this project a comparison of various baseband 
channel equlisation techniques is carried out, For the 
sake of comparison the optimum linear equalizer, optimum 
non linear equaliser and optimum linear netw»rk using 
orthogonal groups of signals have been considered the 
performances of these arrangements in the presence of 
noise have been evaluated for a given sampled impulse 
response of the baseband channel. Only binary signal 
elements have been considered since the result obtained 
can be easily extended for multilevel signals, the 
comparison has been carriedout in such a way so as • to 
bring out the relative merits and demerits of the diffs" 
rent equalisation arrangements. 
In Chapter II of this report the model of the data 
transmission system considered, is described in Chapters 
III and IV, give the details regarding the design and 
performance of the optimum linear equalizers respectively. 
The equalisation arrangements using orthogonal group of 
signals is considered in Chapter V, The comparison of 
"• 5" •» 
different equuHsution arrangement is carriedout in 
Chapter VI. Vhile Chapter ¥11 concludes the results. 
CSAPfEB " II 
BASIC PRINCIHES 
2,1 MODEL OF TBS DATA - TMANSMISSION SYSTEM i 
fh9 data transmission system considered h^re is 
shown in Etg,2, U It is a synchronous serial baseband 
system, where the input signal to the transmitter filter 
is a stream of regularly spaced impulses, the values or 
area of each of which carries the value of the correspon" 
ding signal element*, ^ach impulse S.S(t - if) at the 
input to the transmitter filter is therefore the corres" 
ponding input signal^element and it may be either binary 
or multilevel, 
^he transmission path itself could be either a 
loiopass channel with an upper frequency limit no greater 
than about fO KSs, or else a typical voice frequency 
channel with a frequency band wider than ^000 to 3400 Bs, 
such as could be obtained over the telephone network. In 
the latter case the transmission path in Fig,2,7 is 
assumed to include a linear modulator (at the transmitter) 
and a demodulator (at the receiver) the whole forming a 
linear base band channel. An example of such a system 
- 7 -
is an arrangement ustng vesttgtal side band suppressed 
carrier amplitude modulation (with a reinserted pilat 
carrier) at the transmitter, and coherent demodulation 
of the received signal, the reference carrier being held 
correotlly synchronized (phase locked) to the received 
signal with the aid of received pilot carrier, it may 
, be shown that with the elimatton of the effects of the 
pilot carrier at the output of the demodulator in the 
* arrangement, Just described the modulator and demodU'-
later together with bandpass channel are equivalent to 
a single baseband channel* 
^•^ ^i^Ig ASSVMPfIONSi 
Over practical bandpass channels the character^ 
isties are either not known prior to a transmission, 
such as over the switched telephone network, or else 
they may vary considerably (but usually slowly) with 
tine, such as over point to point Bf radio links. In 
^ either case, the impulse response of the channel must 
be estimated at the receiver from the received signal, 
inhere the channel characteristics do not vary signtfi" 
cantly with time, this may be carried out at the start 
of a transnission^^"-^^ and where the channel character^ 
> isties vary with time, this must be carried cut OQntt» 
nuously using the received data signal^^^**'^'^^. In 
the latter case a reasonably good estimate of the channel 
- a -
response can be obtGined so long as the impulse response 
of the channel does not vary signtfieantly during the 
reception of about 100 successive signal elements* The 
gero level elements present during the gaps are not 
here considered as signal elements and it is assimed 
that there are about 16 signal elements in each group. 
So that about 6 groups of elements are received before 
there is a noticeable change in the channel impulse 
response. At an actual element rate of about 100 bands, 
this implies that there is no significant change in the 
channel characteristics over a period of 0,1 see* ^is 
is normally the case over SF radio links where the typical 
fading rates are 4 to 15 fade per minuie^^'^^'^'*^^*^^, 
Where there is negligible change in the channel impulse 
response over a received group of signal elements and 
where the receiver has a good estimate of the impulse 
response, it is immaterial to the detection process 
whether or not the channel characteristics are varying 
with time. It is clear therefore, that the systems 
studied here may be used either over a time invarient 
or else over a channel whose characteristics nay slowly 
vary with time, in the latter case, the impulse res'-
ponse of the channel may be estimated in any one of 
several different ways and these are described in the 
published literature^* ^**^^'^^, fhis investigation is 
not concerned with the msthods of estimating the channel 
Ll 0^/ 
mmm^mmff>pnmmP'WrmmBff!mm;P!!pmm 
Ft? k'^-f 
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and it is tkerefore assumed throughout that the impulse 
response of the channel ts known and furthermore, ts 
time inuarient. 
The transmitter filter limits the spseirim of the 
transmitted signal approximately to the apaiJable band 
width of the transmission path, ihere the transmission 
path itself is a bandpass channel, ^he receiver filter 
includes the pass filter equivalent to all filters 
involved in the linear demodulation of the received 
modulated carrier signal. 
The transmission path together teith the transmitter 
and receiver filters, form a linear baseband channel 
whose impulse response is taken to be y(tj, Thus in the 
absence of noise, the signal at the output of the 
receiver filter is 
X-S^ y(t-^ifj 2,2,1 
over some practical channels such as voice frequency 
channels using BF radio links, the most important type 
of noise introduced by the channel is additive white 
gaussian n&lse^ *47t73^ f^^ difference between the two 
ts sufficiently small not to introduce any serious dts* 
crepencies in the results, when the noiss actually 
present is taken to be white gaussian noise. The latter 
is of course not physically realisable, having infinite 
bandwidth and therefore infinite power level, for a non 
2T t 
6Ai? C'*-,. -
.J 4 I 
i. tsi f ^ t i & wL !• ft< I R A ^j '3 f^  11 _;»s •• ' ;\i P A T H 
zero power spectral density. 
Over telephone dreuits, however, the moat impor-
tant source of addttipe noise is impulsive noise which 
sometimes resembles short bursts of gaussian noises, It 
has been shown that, if one data transmission system has 
a better tolerance than another, to additive uhite gas 
gaussian noise, it will also in general have a better 
tolerance to the additive noise, over telephone eiremits , 
It follows therefore that the relative tolerance of the 
systems to additive white gaussian noise is a good 
measure of their relative tolerances to the additive noise 
over telephone circuits^ » Furthermore, the effects of 
additive white gaussian noise on a digitals data trans-
mission system may readily be analysed theoratically and 
studied by computer simulation. For the above reasons, 
in the model of the data transmission system, it is 
assumed that additive white gaussian is introduced at 
the output of the transmission path* fhe noise has zero 
mean and a two sided power spectral density of giving 
the sero mean gaussian wave form V(t} at the output of 
the receiver filter. Thus the resultant signal at the 
output of the receiver filter is 
r(tj '::%S^T(t-if) -h r(t) 2,2,2 
The impulse response h(t) of the transmitter and receiver 
filters in cascade is assumed to be such that h(Qj » / 
and h(if} « 0 for all non sero integer values of i, This 
impulse response is achieved by using the same transfer 
function (fj « ff^ (fj for the trMnsmitter and receiver 
filters, where 
f r/2T(fi-Qos7^ffj for - f/f<f<f/T 
M (fJ ^ \ 
L 0 elsewhere 2,2,3 
The use of the same transfer fn. for the transmitter 
and receiver filters is conventional *'^'**^' and enables 
an easy comparision to be made with other systems. 
Alternative transfer functions for the filters are, 
of course, available and some of these make more effi-^ 
dent use of bandwidth^'. If G(fJ is the transfer fn, 
of the transmission path then the channel transfer fn, 
expressed in terms of the transfer Junctions of the 
transmission path and filter is 
V(f) « B(f} Q(f) 2,2.4 
and the impulse response of the channel y(t) is given 
by the inverse fourier transform of y(f) that is 
y(t) « r^ y(f) ^jCffJ B(f} e df 2,2,5 
when no signal distortion is introduced by the trans-^ 
mission path that is, when C9f)'f 1 
I ja^it y(tj * B(f) e df 2,2,6 
—0 
' 12 ^ 
from equation (2^2,3) we have 
'/r Jz^ii 
y(tj ^ f/2 r J (UCosXftJe df 2.2.7 
^ f/2 T I i ^ 4 ^ J *i- ^ . 7 
_i— .4, -*- ' ^ X '" !? 9 1 
JPA^  skQ,pe of y(t) is shown in Fig,2,2, f, The delay 
introduced by the filters has for convenience been 
neglected here, clearly, when 0(f) » f 
v(o) « f, y(t§^^ ^f^ ^.^.a 
and y(t'ff2 if) « 0 for i§0 or f 1 2,2,9 
The received signal r(tj at the coutput of the receiver 
filter is sample at time instant t » if for all integers i, 
This assumes that the receiver has the prior knowledge 
of the time of arrival of each siff^al element0 that is 
the receiver is in element synchronism with the received 
i3 -
stgnul, feehniguBs for aekieping C0rr»et element ayn-
chrontam have been miielu studied and can be designed 
tG haXd a receiver in eorrect eynahroniem epen in the 
presence of quite aevere signal dffttoriften^^' • The 
study 9f thess teehnique is nQt discussed here, 
fhe ith reeeimd signal • element is sampled at 
time t » if to give the sample value 
r(i f)ms^ yfoji^earj ^. ^ , w 
Or r^ 'sS^i-ff^ S.S*11 
where r^ »r(if) and f|«r| 
fhus^ when C(fJ a f and the absence of noise, the sample 
value of ith reoeiped element, obtained at time instant 
t *> if is ^. 
The energy of the ith transmitted signal element is 
/ /A 
rLr» " * 
''^/.r [J / ^'""i—7 
» ^ 2,2,12 
2 
Memos the energy o / single transmitted element is S^ 
with additive white gaussian noise having a two sided 
power spectral density ofcr~at the input to the receiver 
filter, the noise power spectral density at the output 
of the receiver filter is tt^/A^-^/^- 6-^ HCz/j 2,2,13 
1^0 that the mean noise power is 
2,2, 14 
from Mqn, (2,2,12) 
Thus 9 in Sqn, (2,2,11) is a sample value of a gaussian 
random variable with aero mean and variance e^. From 
21 
the Hener Kinchine theorem , the autocorrelation fn, 
of the noise signal V(t) at the output of the receiver 
filter is 
acr) ^ J «-* HCdJC oii 
from Sqn, (2,2,6) clearly 
I. 
a(o) esiTand a(iT) * 0. 
for any non eero integer i, since the mean value of the 
V(iT) is sero it follows that the noise component i(if) 
is uncorrelated with the noise component i(hT) where 
the integer h ^ i so that the (1^^) are sample value of 
statistically independent gasussian random variable with 
- /5 -
serQ mean and varianceo^, Suppose now that G(f)^1 and 
signal distortion is introduced in the transmission 
path, this results in inter symbol interference between 
the different received signal elements at the sampling 
instants t « if* It mill be assumed throughout the 
following discussion that C(f) ts Buch that a received 
signal elementmay introduced intersymbol interference, 
in the sample value of some or all of the g. immediately 
preceding elements and in some or all of the g^ immedi-
ately following elements most forms of signal distortion 
normally experienced are of this general type^^*^^*^^'^ . 
Let g B g^ + g^, if only the tth element is received, in 
the absence of noise, then for any integer h. 
r(hT) « S^ y(hf^iT) 2*2.15 
or ^h * ^i y^^^^^ 2.2. f 6 
where r^ = r(hT) and y(h^ij « yfhf-if), y(h^i) is non 
n 
gero for some or all values of h in the range i-'g to 
i + g- and is aero for all other values of h. 'J^e sample 
value corresponding to the ith transmitted signal element 
are 
h (^ ^ V.^^ UQ Vg 0) 
Thus, the sample impulse response of the baseband channel 
(i.e. the transmitted filter, transmission path and the 
receiver filterJ is 
"E. yj^ S (i ^ hf) 2,2,17 
To make this physically realiseable$ let the first non 
sero sample value occur at t ss 0, so that the sampled 
impulse response of the baseband channel become. 
Mji ^ (t *- hf) 2,2,18 
and yf^(hf) is now non gero for some or all value of the 
integer h in the range 0 to g and is eero for all otkeP 
values of h, fhus the sampled impulse response of the 
baseband channel may be simply written as the (g+IJ 
component rom-'vector, 
VQ Uf V^ Vg 2,2,19 
The sample values of the ith received signal element now 
becomes S^(0^»»^o y^ f^ - — - y o^^^^Oj when a continuous 
stream of signal elements is received in the presence of 
noise, the sample value of the received signal at time 
t ^ hT is rfhTj « ."2. 5^ y(hf - if J v m^) 2,2,20 
K 
r h Z : ^^ Vf^^^ + «f^ 2,2,21 i^ i-1 
/ * is evident that if r. is used for the detection of 
any S^ there may well he so much intersymbol interference 
from the other received elements that the correct detection 
of A*^  from r^ is not possible, even in the absence of noise. 
-^ 17 " 
2*3 lUfEBSIMBOl INTSSFMEMaSi 
In the data transmission system of the previous 
section the sample impulse response of the baseband 
channel is given by the following Sguation 
^ Uf, S(t^hf) and its fourier transform is 
there J « JZf, The ^'-transform of the sample impulse 
response of the baseband ohannel is 
Vhere Z ^ e , The coeffteients of Z ^ in 
n»2,3'2 are of course the sanple values of the sampled 
impulse response of the baseband channel in Eqn*2*2,f9» 
The values (S^) of the signal-elements at the input to 
the transmitter filter are assumed to be either binary 
or multilevel and furthermore they are statistically 
independent/equally likely to have any of the possible 
values• 
Hth the transmission of a continuous (uninterrupted) 
stream of signal-elements, the ith sample value of the 
received signal is 

- /a -
ffttre f^  is sampled value of a gaussian random variable 
with zero mean and variance<s~\ The c&ndttion for no 
distortion and delay intransmtssion is that 
in equation (2,3*2) and this occurs when yQ ^ f and 
y^ ts 0 for all J, J « 0. Thus if S detected from r . 
there is in addition to the noise component *'|» an 
intersymbol interference component 
0-
added to the wanted sisnal yQ B^ 
In the detection of S. from r. at high signal/noise 
ratio the best tolerance to additive white gaussian noise 
is achiened through the effective elimination of all 
intersymbol interference, that is through the accurate 
egualixation of the baseband channel * '^» 
The data transmission system of Fig,2*f*f must now 
include an equaliser, at the receivert mhtch equalises the 
baseband channel as shown in Hg»2,2,f, It is assumed 
throughout that the equaliser in Fig,2,2. f is fed with the 
sample values of the received signal and that it operates 
entirely on these sample values. 
GBAPTMS - III 
THE OI'TIMUM tlHEAR SOUALIZER 
J, U mROSVOflOS: 
A number of different linear and non linear egua-
lisiers for equalising the baseband channel are described 
in the published literature '^. A linear equalizer is 
usually a feed forward transveHal filter ^f"^'*^ . 
ihere as a non linear equalizer is usually a combination 
of linear feed forward and non linear feedback transversal 
filter^^*^^'^^, A description of all the techniques of 
; channel equalisation using transversal equalisers is not 
central to the present investigationsm Instead two impor--
tant equaliser^ have been considered the linear equaliser 
described in the Mext section is the optimum linear equa--
User, which minimises the mean square distortion in the 
21 
equaliser signal , and the non linear equaliser described 
is the optimum non^linear equaliser which mgximises the 
I output signal/noise ratio ' ^ , 
3.2 TBEOBf OF IIHEAR BOOALIZSRs 
Assume that the equaliser given in Ftg»3,2,t is the 
linear feed forward transversal filter with p-taps as 
ha „ * ^J> ''' *v "^ '*- Lw 
•0Sm«^^m>i«mi 
^'^hl 
i^'-p fl 
^»e!»«t««"W^.»i«««a«<e«(*J!S?'Sti(^^ 
Qitp.. 
t''(-^'''-^.> f '>!' 
'6 5 - S • s 
• t i N i i A a T i c ^ ^ ' : ^ ^ ' i ^ $ ^ 4 , . i . Q i i ^ ^ ^ * ^ e ^ Pa& 
EA'Sii 6 A 4^1:1 i>«< H •^^  ftsjiM i „ |,,5. 
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shown in Hg,3*3*1 l e t the tih tap Qf the filter have 
a gain d.^ so that the tap gains of the filter may be 
represented by the p^eomponents of the row&ector, 
li ^dQ, dj a^^j 3.2.1 
the JH-^transform of the sampled impulse response of the 
filter is 
The Z transform of the sampled impulse response of the 
channel and linear eqimlizer is how 
^ e^ * e^r^ ^ e^^ .^, r^-^^' 3.2.3 
Thus the sampled impulse response of the equalised 
channel is given by the (p-fffJ-'COmpnent row-vector 
Let B he the p I (p-fgj matriz whose ith row is 
, « 7 , i , , Ji , 
^ | . ; « 0-*—(? y^ l^^-«—« 0 Q 3*2.5 
9here, it can be shown, that the p rows of the matrix B 
21 
are linearly independent , from Mqn.(3.2.3), {3.2,4), 
(3.2.5) , . 
i"* "^d B. « BB 3.2.6 
*- 2f -
If the channel Is exactly equalised, then for a total 
6 21 
delay of hf second * , 
M(B) « D(Z) F(Z> « Z"^ J . 2,7 
Vhere h ia a positive integer in the range 0 to p4-g'^ . 
The B'-tranaform of the iih received signal-^element in 
the absence of noise ia 
ii'^r^ (F(Z) D(Z) « S^z'^^'^ « l^^j^ 3.2,8 
for a finite number of filter tap gains the channel is 
not exactly equalised, and therefore ^qn,(3.2*8) is 
only approximately satisfied, let 17^  be (p^g) -
component row^vector. 
I - ^ — , 
^. ts 0——-.0 1 O—.-.--.0 3.2.9 
ffj^ in Mquatton (3.2.9) is the ideal value of the sampled 
impulse response of the equalijsed channel for a total 
transmission dealy of hf seconds. Vhere as M in ^qn, 
(3.24) is the actual value, fhus the mean square error 
in the sampled impulse response of the equalized channel 
is^' 
( ' / • e ^ / -i- .2 : « / « (V^-E) (ffj^^S)^' 3.2. fO 
^/(g^^E)/^ ^,2.tf 
nere /(ff^^^)/ is the length of vector (U^-^M), 
(Jonstder now tk$ linear transiueraal filter which 
minimises the mean square errpr in Sqn*(3»S*10)\ It is 
required to find the oalues of the p tap gains of the 
linear transversal filter in Fig»S»J»t* iiuch asjiJJ^S)/^ 
and hence J^f."^/ *« minimised, the latter being the of 
the (pi-gj oompnent row^pector (U^*M), The nee tor may of 
course he represented as a point in a (p-t-g) dimentional 
Muclidean Vector Space, and the length of the vector is 
the distance of this point from the origin. It has been 
shown in reference (21) that the p rouh-pector's (B.) in 
Sqn,(2*2,^) are linearly independent, so that the p Z(p'fgJ 
matrix S has a rank P, i'his means that the sector SstQB 
is a point in the p<^dimentional subspace, of the (p-fgj 
dimentional vector space, spanned by the piBj , nince 
JU^-MI is the distance between the two (p^-g) component 
vector ff^ and &, in the (p-fgj dimentional MucHdean 
Vector space containing these vector. It follow, that 
/^^-J-/ is minimum when ^ is the point in the p--dimentional 
subspace at the minimum distance from ff , By the jurojfec** 
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tton theorem , M is the orthogonal projection of U^ on 
the p-'dimentional subspace. the (p-f-g) - dimentional 
Euclidean Vector Space is shown in i^ig,3,j,2 thus the 
p row vectors given by the row's of B, are orthogonal 
to the vector (V^-M) and 
(tJ^ ^ £J S^ ^ 0 3,2.12 
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Or (ff^ - JDS) B^ ^ 0 3.2.13 
Or DBB^ « U^ B^ 3» 2, U 
Or i) « ff^ B^ (BB^r^ 3.2.15 
Thus the components of the p'^compnent rovh-ueotor ii*-in 
Sqn.(3*2.15) give the values of the p tap gains of the 
linear transversal filter which minimises the mean square 
error for a given k. The vector O must therefore be 
aetermined for each value of h in the range 0 to P't-g-'l, 
and the vector u for the required equalizer is that which 
gives the mtnimtm value of /ff."^/ from ^qn. (3*2*3) and 
for sufficiently samll of JV^^S j the z^transform of the 
equalieed channel becomes 
S(2) « Z"^ 3.2.16 
I'he mean square distortion in the equalised signal is 
given by * 
^ - S 3.2.17 
iVX/ ^h 
It has been shown the reference (21) that if the linear 
transversal equaliser is designed to minimum the mean 
square error in the equalised channel subject to the 
constraint that in Sqn.(3.2.4) 
«^ « / 3.2.18 
^ 24 " 
Then the filter not only mintmtees the mean square error 
subject to the ahove constraint, but also minimtjses the 
mean square distortion; and is an optimum linear trans" 
versal equaliser, i'urther-^more the sampled impulse 
response of the optimum linear equaliaer is gipen the 
component of the p-^component vector 
G a - - i — . s 3,2.19 
ffhere a is given by Sqn,(3*2*15)* again & must be deter-
mined for each value of h in the range 0 to p-t^g-^t and the 
vector G for the required equaliser is that u^ich minimiMes 
fo "E/ mhere e is now constrained by Sqn,(3*2»18). 
^•^« SISSAL TO miSM RATIOS 
In the presence of noise when fv^'-B/ is very samll 
the output of the optimum linear equaliser at time instant 
(i^hjf is 
h^h ^h^h^h ^-^'^^ 
there V^^^ is a sample value of a gaussian random vari" 
able of sero mean and variance 
r? ar g^ « <?/ 5 . 5 . 2 / 
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and S^ is detected by testing I^J.U with proper threshold 
. 
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Xt iB well known •^'»*^'^ that if one or more roots 
of the a-'transform of the sampled impulse response of 
the channel have values at or near the unit circle in the 
Z'plane, a linear transversal feed forward filter cannot 
equlaiee the channel with finite no of taps gains^ Thus 
the optimum linear egualljser having tap gains given hy 
the component of vector Q in £qn»(3»S»f9J cannot be used 
for egualijsation purposes in cases where the roots of 
f(Z) lie at or near the unit circle in the Z-plane, 
CSAPTSM * If 
TEE OPflMffM SOM UMAR SQUiUZMR 
4,1 IMfRQBUCTIOB! 
A considerable amount of work ka$ recently been 
carried out on the design of both linear and non linear 
equaliser0 for channel which introduce iniersymbol 
interference in tranamitted digital signal. Ideally 
such equaliser should be designed to minimise the proba" 
bility of error in the detected digital signals, Momever, 
such designs often involve complex analysts and for non 
linear equaliser, complex equipment, ttost practical 
linear and non linear equalisers use simple feed forward 
and feedback transversal filter and are designed to 
minimise the mean square error in the equalised signal* 
The error j[or discrepancy) is measured here relative to 
the ideal eQu^H^ed signal. In some cases the equaliser 
is designed to minimise the peak error in the equalised 
signal, i'or reasonably accurate linear equalisation, 
the tolerance to the additive gausstan noise is not much 
affected, by which of the two minimisation critera is 
used. The basic structure of the linear equaliser can 
be modified to improve its performance but for a useful 
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improvement, this usually tnvaZues a considerable iUGrease 
in equipment compexity, Hon linear equalisers, on the 
other hands often achieve a significant advantage over 
linear equalisers in tolerance to additive gaussian noise0 
without an esteessive increase in equipment complexity. 
When suitably designed, they give a good compromise between 
performance and equipment economy, ifor the best available 
to additive gaussain noise more sophisticated non linear 
techniques must be used, these cannot however, be const* 
deted as true equalisation processes* In the next section 
we have taken the design of the non linear equaliser, fhtch 
is implemented in the conventional manner as a combination 
of linear feed forward, and decission feddback transversal 
filter. The design minimises the error probability in the 
detected binary antipodal signal, subject to the essentially 
accurate equalisation of the channel, The performance of 
the non linear equaliser is compared with that of a linear 
equaliser designed to minimise the mean square error, for 
a particular value of the channel response. 
^ • ^  TSSOBT OF OPTXMGfM mS-LISSAS EQBAUEERi 
Gonsider now the non linear equaliser shown in Fig, 
4.2,1 which maximises the output signal/noise ratio. It 
consists of a linear feed forward transversal filter 
followed be a non linear feedback transversal filter. The 
linear filter performs a process of partial equalisation 
- 7 -
is an arrangement using vestigial side dand suppressed 
carrier amplitude modulation (with a reinserted pilat 
carrier) at the transmitter, and coherent demodulation 
t 
of the received signal, the reference carrier being held 
correctlly synchronised (phase locked) to the received 
signal with the aid of received pilot carrier. It may 
be shown that with the elimation of the effects of the 
pilot carrier at the output of the demodulator in the 
arrangement* Just described the modulator and demodU" 
lator together with bandpass channel are equivalent to 
a single baseband channel* 
^*^ ^ASIC ASSOMPTIOSSs 
Over practical bandpass channels the character^ 
is tics are either not known prior to a transmission, 
such as over the switched telephone network, or else 
they may vary considerably (but usually slowly) with 
time, such as over point to point WF radio links. In 
either case, the impulse response of the channel must 
be estimated at the receiver from the received signal, 
Where the channel characteristics do not very signifi* 
cantly with tine, this may be carried out at the start 
of a transmission'" ^^ and where the channel character-^ 
is tics vary with time, this must be carried out oontt->-
nuously using the received data signal'^*^" '^^, In 
the latter case a reasonably good estimate of th« channel 
- a -
response can be ohtctned so long as the Impulse response 
of the channel does not vary significantly during the 
reception of about 100 successive signal elements* fhe 
sero level elements present during the gaps are not 
here considered as signal elements and it is assumed 
that there are about 16 signal elements in each group. 
So that about 6 groups of elements are r'eceived before 
there is a noticeable change in the channel impulse 
response. At an actual element rate of about 100 bands, 
this implies that there is no significant change tn the 
channel characteristics over a period of 0,1 see. This 
is normally the case over Uf radio links where the typical 
fading rates are 4 to 15 fade per minute^^*^^'^'^*^^*^^, 
inhere there is negligible change in the channel impulse 
response over a received group of signal elements and 
where the receiver has a good estimate of the impulse 
response, it is immaterial to the detection process 
whether or not the channel characteristics are varying 
with time. It is clear therefore, that the systems 
studied here may be used either over a time tnvarient 
or else over a channel whose characteristics may slowly 
vary with time, in the latter case, the impulse res-
ponse of the channel may be estimated in any one of 
several different ways and these are described in the 
published literature^* **'^^, This investigation is 
not concerned with the methods of estimating the channel 
« 2g -
0 / the baseband channel being completed by the aoR-ita«ar 
filter which uses decision directed cancellation of 
inter symbol interference^^* 17,2U23^ 
The non linear equaliser in J^tg,4»2,f performs 
seperate processes of linear and non linear equalisation 
and the problem here is to determine the particular 
combination of the linear and non linear filters that 
maximise the signal/noise ratio in the detection of a 
signal element, subject to essentially accurate equali" 
zation of the channel^. It was mentioned in pre&ious 
Chapter that where the ^''transform of the sampled impulse 
response has one or more roots at or near the unit circle 
in the Z'-plane, the channel cannot be equalised by a 
linear equaliser having finite nimber of tap gains, suppose 
now that 
r(2) « Fj(Z) r^(SJ 4,2.1 
ihere no roots of £'j(Z) and all roots of ^^^^^ satisfy 
z B f clearly J^JZ/ has no seros (roots/ at or near the 
unit circle. Both f'JZ) and ^2^^'^ ^^'^ assumed to be knowt 
at the receiver 
let F^(ZJ * / Q •'• / ; ^"^ -^  — -f-J^^Z"^ 4,2,2 
where 1 is a -t-ve integer^ therB is no ^-'transform 
^JZ) with only limited number of term which is such 2 
that FgfZj ^2^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ®^^ * integer h. Thus ^2^^"^ ^^^ 
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not he equaliMed by a linear equaliser however f^(2j can 
be equalised by a linear transversal feed forward trans-
versal filter using method described in section 3*2, 
Let the i'-'traneform of this filter be 
where the transversal filter has p taps clearly, 
f'^(Z) &j(£j a Z and 4.2,4 
i(Z) &j(Z) « r ' ^^(Z) 4.2,5 
where 1 is a positive integer 
The linear transversal filter mhick precedes the non 
linears filter in Jrig,4,2,f is designed to have a z* 
transforn 
B(Z)(fj{Zj « I>{ZJ « dQHi^^^4^ ^q^i^"^*^ ^•^•^ 
so that the linear filter have q-'taps, the ith of which 
has a gain q and 
B(Z) ^ b^i- b^z"^ 4 ^ b^Z*^ 4.2.7 
where f a^ p'h^ 4,2,8 
p is the number of taps required by the transversal filter 
with a s-transform G(Zj for the statisfaciory egulixation 
of FJZ) and q is the maximum number of taps acceptable 
for the linear transversal filter which precedes the non 
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linear filter in Hg*4»2,1 for reasons which mill become 
clear later, bQ is constrained to satisfy 
hQ fQ =1 4.2.9 
The remaining coeffidnets b^ in equation(4.2.?) nay be 
selected to have any real values, -^t is now required to 
find the value of B(Z)$ within the limits of the constraints 
imposed by Mqn, (4.2.6) and (4.2.9)^• ^he m Z^transform 
of the channel and linear filter is 
F(£) B(Z) Qj(Z) » r^ B(Z) F^(Z) 4.2.10 
where h is a positive integer 
The Z-'transform of the ith received signal element at the 
output of the linear filter is 
S^ ^^F(Z) B(Z} G^(Z) « S^Z^^^BfZ) F^fZj 4.2. tf 
Thus the linear filter may be considered to perform a 
process of partial linear equalieation. 
The sample value ^i^j. 0 / the signal at the output 
of the non linear filter at time t « (i^h)T contains the 
first non zero component of the ith received signal 
element, and from £qn,(4.2.11) has the value 
^i-hh " ^i^i/o-^h^h ^ ^ , . 
4.2. 12 
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from Sqn* (4*2,9) ana assuming that there is no intersymb&J 
interference from the preceding (J*1J signal elements. 
£qn*(4.2,9J normalises the level of the component of the 
ith signal element in /^^^ F, t« a sample &altie of a 
gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance, 
rp t= "E-d^^o-"^ * a- J>Q^ 4.2,13 
Vhere H is a q component from^vector whose components 
are the values of the tap gains of the linear filter in 
Fig,4,2,f, the detector now detects the value of the ith 
signal elements S by testing I^ . , in Sqn, (4,2,12} with 
proper threshold and the non linear filter then cancells 
(removes by sub traction J the components of S. from the 
following sample values, thus eliminating the intersymbol 
interference of the signal element in the following ele-
ments. The process is then repeated for detection and 
cancellation of S.-^^ from ^^^f^^f. ^h« combination of 
the linear and non linear filters* therefore eliminites 
all intersymbol interference so long as the signal elS" 
ments are correctly detected and cancelled '^m 
In a practical application of the non lin0ar equa» 
lijeer, a knomn seguence of smre than i^+i) element values 
is first transmitted and during this sequence, the detect9i? 
uses its prior knowledge of any particular received 
sequence of (Ji-lj of these elements to achieve correct 
cancellation of these elements without having to detect 
thetr actual palue, the foUwoing received signals can 
now be detected without intersymbcl interfereneei as 
previously described, so that the process of detection 
and signal cancellation can begin^'^, 
fo Maximise the signal/noise ratio the input to the 
2 detector, r^ in Mgn,(4*2»fSJ MUst be minimised, Thus the 
q tap gains d. of the linear filter, in Hg.(4*2,fJ must 
be adjusted mithin the constraint imposed by Mqns*(4,2,6) 
and (4*2.9) to minimise DB let B be the (J-fl) component 
vector whose somponents are 
bg b ^ bj 4.2.14 
and let G be the (J-f-lJXq matrix whose ith row is 
; \~ y f. ^____ _, , A , 
*«•/ 1/ 1 P"' 
^i^f °^ *^* **^ ^^^^ *" ^f{^J» Mnce is a eonmluttonal 
matrix from Mqns,(4.2*7) and (4*2.9J^^'^^. 
3 «^ BQ «^ bg^Q ' LM « - ^ GQ -' IM 4.2. U 
where £ « - (b^, 6«———«M—.—-.•.& ^ 4.2.17 
and M is the f X q matrix whose ith row is i | . M is 
completely dtermined by & for the given values of J and 
q. Srom Mqns.(4.2.f3) and (4.2.16) 
n^ « ^ f -^ QQ . IMJ (^ - Iff/ 4,2.18 
^ 33 ^ 
* ""Ty- QQ - Lul^ 4.2.19 
where f UQ^Q " IM /is the length of the vector /''^{QQ-LM} 
The noise variance n is minimum mhen/f^ Q^LMj is 
Hr given values of F(Z)^ ^^(Z) and q the values of 
fg, f*Q and M are fixed, leaving I as the 4>nly vaPiable in 
ro ^o"^^r ^^ **® ^ ^ust he chosen to minimise this quantity 
—/ 
^0 0 ^^ ^* ®'** q'-eomponent vectors and so can be repre^ 
sented as points in a q-^dimentional Muclidean Ifector Space, 
Furthermore, 
J 
LM « ^'b^S. 4,2,20 
I-} * * 
and, it can be shown that the J, (G.J are linearly 
independent. Thus IM is a point in J » dimentional 
subspace, of the q - dimentional vector space, spanned 
by the J (Q^J and jf^ U^ - LU/is the distance from 
/^' &Q to LH, It follows that jfl^ &^ - LM/is minimum 
when LM is the point in the J • dimentional subspace at 
the minimum^ distance from fl^ S., By the projection 
theorem * ^ LM is the orthogonal projection of fZ &Q 
on to the J " dimentional subspace, fhus each vector 
^^» for i « /,2-^ -.-«.-j fa orthogonal to the vector 
(TQ ^Q - IMJ, so that 
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or IMM^' a / ^ ' i?^  ^ 4.2,22 
or X = Ff^^ GQ M^ (MB^r^ 4.2.23 
from equations 4.2.16 and 4.2.23 
JJ « fl^ QQ (X " iF(MM^r^ M 4.2.24 
where I ie a g I g identtty matrix, and the required q 
tap gaine of the linear transversaZ filter in Jftg,4.2.t 
are given by the components of the rwovsetor 5 in Mqn* 
(4.2.24). 
then an element is tncorreetly detected and therefore 
incorrectly cancelled the probability of error in the 
detection of the following elements is greatly increased, 
so that the error tends to occur in bursts * '^**, hom^ 
ever, at high signal/noise ratio the average error proba-
bility in the presence of these error extension effects 
is typically only two or three time the value with correct 
cancellation, and this corresponds to a reduction of 
fraction of 1 dB in tolerance to addittpe white gaussian 
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noiee • 
4.3 SIC-SAL TO MISS SATIOi 
From Mqn*(4.2.12) the itk signal element is detected 
"* 3^ 
from the eatput of the Itn^ar truimperaQl fi2t0r iekieh 
pr€Ged9s th9 n&n J?fn««r equ^liMer, at ttm^i (i^h)f «#©#• 
The R0t«« 00i!/?oft«n« i4-h in tht d«i«ctt®n o/ 8^ la aairj^l* 
Heine ©/ a iraiwiitei! ruMQu nQri&bl0 mith jsaro m9&n &ni 
pari^mee 
jsft«r« M « f^^ ^^ (1 ^ «^(MS^r^e) U the q ctfmp&mnt r a i -
&ect&r mh@$0 g eompenents 4^ are €Qrr90ponding faj g^im 
0/ the linear filter whttkpreceds the n&n Itnear e^ualijeer. 
9hen one i^r more rooie of the ^transform of the 
sampled impulee reepome of the ehannel He at ©r near 
the unit eircle i s the i-'planet a Itne&r tranepereal 
equalizer with finite nmmher of tap gain e&nnot e^ualiMe 
the channel correctly, howemer, mith the non linear 
egneliser eract equalisatton I t aekte^ei in e&ery case. 
In many practical applicatione the channel can be 
equalised (at least approximately J by a linear tr&ne&ereal 
filter of limited length, lender these conSitionc, from 
e^uaiion (4*2* 1) 
f(i} « i^iZ) 4*4*1 
i^ii} » f 4*4*S 
Thus y^dJ 1« iSqn,(4*2.J} becomes the M^transf&rn for the 
Itme&r trune&grs&J equaliser for the ehanneJ* The p t&p 
gains ©/ this equaXiner are gi&en by the firet p e&mp&nente 
ef &^ in Mqft,(4»S,15h 
42eo bQ a f^ m f 4*4*3 
in £qn*(4*^»9J* ^he appJieattom of £qna*(4*4*t) aM 
(4*4*3) to the aanlyatB of preutous eeetion Jeads to the 
dlestgn sM performanee of the opti&w^ oombimttion of 
linear omi non linear equ&limtton, in the ease ti^ere the 
oh&mnel o&n he eorreetly eqtmliMei % alinear transperaal 
equsl isier, 
/ / Buoh e channel ta mw eqmliMed by a limer trans" 
cereal filter mith s^tr&neform Q^ii}, the ^^troneform of 
the ith reeetped signal element at Me output of the linear 
equalizer is 
S^ r * nsj &f(Sj « S^ r**^ 4*4*4 
From Aqne*(4*2*4) and (4*4* f) eo that the ith eignal 
element ie detected from the sample value ^i^^$ ^U 
applying proper threeholde, at the output of the linear 
equaliser at time t » (t-^hjf* Sow 
ihere F ^ ^ is a sample ualue of a gauss tan random oarieble 
mith sero mean and oarianee 
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From M9n.(4.2.3J and (4*2* 13). 
fhu9 the &ip(ifitage in ti>2eranc« to the mdditipa gausai^Bin 
n0i@0 Gf the eptimum eombinatton of Itne&r and nen linear 
egualtmtion &&er the ilntar* e^u&3iMer i« opprosimatelyg 
to i^SfQ ^2 " ' ^ ^^^fo " f" ' '"' 4*4*7 
expressed in d#, from £qn*(4*4*6J and (4*2*13) f^f a 
given impulse responce of the channel ^ich ean be egua» 
ItMsd by & line&r transversel filter, the no» linear 
equaliser ustmllu ff&ins and ad&antaffe in tsleranee to the 
additive gameian noise otfsr the corresponding linear 
equalimr. This is so became the non linear equaliser 
uses the prior knowledge of the transmitted signal element 
le^el in cancelling some of the intersgmbol interference 
in the reoeioed signal* 
Jilthough both the line&r and the non linear equali-* 
Mers can gioe correct detection fermest palues of the channel 
impulse response they have the important meakness that for 
oalues of the channel impulse response, particular sequences 
of the transmitted signal element Palmes result in m signal 
at the out put of the recei&er filter* Ko amount of linear 
and non linear equaliMatton can gioe correct operation for 
the prolong transmission of such ««fftte»cfi,Hfe,#ill4i^4^|i» 
esample» the ehanmel impulse resp&mee k&ttinff the -I-trana-
form 
f ^ ^"^ 4>4,e 
/ / the eequence of the element p&Iues le eweh that 
S a ^S^ /Of « l i t 4*4*9 
then the e&mpJe ^eZuea r^ of the recetved etgnai at the 
output of the receiver filter mill be aero, eMoept for the 
first ar^ the laet values md thus there will be no unique 
teteetion of eueh a eignal. 
An important feature of non Hne&r egualtmtion by 
etgnt^l coneellotton te thoi only a portion of e received 
signal element is used in the deteetton of thai element* 
fhe remoining part of that element being either ignored or 
eleminatedg elesrlg if the whole of the elements oould be 
used affeotipely in its detectiong an e&en better tolerarwe 
to additive white gaeussian miss should be obtoinedm Thus 
the tolerance to additive tthtte gausstan mise of the non 
linear equalteer is often well belom the maximum obt&inable . 
mAMSMISSIOM OF SJSMilS 10 OMfMC^OMM MOOPB 
^•^ MSIG ASSmPTIOMSi 
TpQ groups 0 / siffml element &re considered to be 
orthegonal mhen eaeh of them ffi&e no response in &n optimum 
detection process on the other, that is when thsj^ttire 
disjoint in time* The data transmission system diseussed 
in the third semester project can now be modified ds 
follows* ^ollwoing a group of *m* impulse, ot the input 
to the tr&nsmitter filter, the next *g* impulses are set 
to jsero, so thot adjacent groups of m transmitted signal 
element are seperated by g sero^level elements* The sero 
le&el element form gaps (time gourd bonds J between adjacent 
groups of transmtttsd signal elements and so prspent inter^ 
symbol interference between the corresponding groups of element 
at the recei&er input* 
ifS t 
n » M 4- g i 
&incs there is no intersymhol interference betmeen different 
groups of elements at the dtector input, for each reeeiped 
group of m elements there are n sample values i^ich are 
dependent only on the m elements and independent of all other 
ele&ents* The detector uses these n &&lues in the detection 
m, 4Q m. 
of the m-^e2060ntg, 
i'h9 defactor of e&urse, requires ## know ^ieh are 
the Strait eeeond^ thir€^ «te . sample in eaeh ©/ tke 
eonoeeuti&e groups of n eatnplesg am thte knomleage uuet 
he aertuea rom a suitable training eign^ii eemt at the 
start of each trsmmieeion, This te es&etl^ the e&me 
requirement ae that mhere the Mta ie eent in ch&r&etere 
or mjrie, s« for tmateMCe tn the tr&nemieeiom of alpko 
numeric S&ts im binarp eo&ea form or elee in the tr^na* 
nieaion of 4igit&l Sets mhieh ie ooded in en error-^MeteO"' 
ting blook ^Qae^^*^^*^^»^^, Onee the correct mrd or 
block aynchronisation hae been eehteped et the stsrt of 
tranemiaeiont it mill normQiiy be mstnteined eper in the 
preeence of eoneiderable noiee^^*^^. If e Blip tn eyn^ 
ehronisation should occur, teehniquee are e&&iiobXe for 
detecting en4 correcting it''^, Teehniquee for mointoining 
the correct &ord egnekroniieation ere beyond the scope of 
thie inpeaitnetion end mill not be dieeuesed herd, 
9ki2e one a tore holds the n eample peluee for a 
detection proceaa, another store ie reoeiping the nest 
n s&mple oaiuee, ao that nT aeconde ere evaileble for & 
detection proceaa. In the detection proceaa the m elementa 
of e groups ere detected almultaneouelg by operating on 
the eorreaponding n eample polueem &ach group of m i-'leoel 
eignel^elemente ie» in affect, treated aa a single element 
n&tfing if® poaaible oeluea, thatta ,e aa a ^^leoel element. 
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/ / only th0 itk ntgmui alement in a group is trans"^ 
mi tied, tn tktt &h80ms« « / nof«« mnd with ^g ®«t to umiiif, 
th« e^rreBpoMing r«€«iio§4 n sample tfaXuta ut§4 for ths 
4etscti&n 0 / m eleB9i^t$ are Qimn b^ the n'-^empQmnt rew» 
pes tor 
i - f gi-f m»i 
-* f r- * - I ,.• , r——^ 
r^ m 0 -0 TQ r^—~/ 0^™f? 5. n f 
ifiere f^  mmt l>e mn xero f&r at i«s«t im« h in ike ranffe 
0 t& §, kut it need mt 0 / eeurse be non^mtro for e i l ft 
fa this r&nffe» The rowueet^r ^|/^#fy,——^^i <« the 
eamplea tmpuiee reap&nse of the bmeb@f^ ehannei* If there 
ie t& be n& i»tersymbei inter/ereme between Qd^&§imt groups 
&f signal'-eiemente^ the nort'-'sero eompemtits of the sampled 
impulse response of the eh&nnei mut net be spread omr more 
than g-fl ooneecuti^e oouponents* 
the ith reoeioed stgnal^^element is eJteariy S^ f.* 
/ / all the non^'sero eonp&nents of f^ are shifted (i»f) 
pXaees to the lest, the vector F | is obtained, so that 
eaeh f. is obtained from every other by a simple time shift 
of the non mru eomponents* 
The sum of the m received signal'^elsments in a goup 
in the absenee of noise, is 
tn, 
1.., < < 
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ffh^re ^ tB en m^eomponent rewvteetor mho0« ttk eompongmt l« 
^^ ffitrf f is un m I n matrix mhoae tth rom <« T^ given hy 
equation (5» f* 1 h 
fhun 
U 
yo ^i ^2 
0 UQ Uf 
0 0 0 
m. y 0 0 —— 0 
* t t i t * t t 
* t » * § 
UQ Vf—y^^i Vg 
5. f. J 
It can be seen thmt the m I n matrix* famed by deleting 
,the laet of eoJtimne of y^ te always an upper tratngular 
matrix mith nan jsero diagonal eomponente, and^ therefore, 
has a non'-'»aniehing dtterminant of order !«• Thus the 
matrix y has rank m mhieh mesne that the row peotore 
V| • /®r i « f,——«-, m gimn &y Mqn,C5»f»fJ are tinearZy 
independent* 
isatme for eonnenienee that a received group of m 
eignal eJemente ie eampled at the time inetante f* ^^'««..RI'» 
eo that the eampJe oaluee of the reeeived signalt at 
time t « if, ie r^» Let B be the n-'conponent rom^pector 
mhoee ith eomponent ie r^» and let ff^ be the n'-eomponent 
romveeter whoae ith row ie f j . Then from Mqn^(3»f,2) 
a ^y*' 5*f*4 
y 
*Mne€ th9 S^  » thtt components of s, &r«i eamp2e values of 
I. * 
attttist9oa21y indapendent gausstan random ooriablo with «ero 
ms&n ana Poriameer' , it ia shewn tn &ppendtx i t, fii«t the 
p&Iue of ths orthogonal projsoiton of V on to any ptttsn 
direeti^tn lis the t^sotor spoee is a aampXe palu0 of e gaussion 
r&n^om vart&bJs mtth sero ms&n and usri&ncs^ m It folJom 
that f is sqmiiif Jtkely to h&ps my dirseti&n tn ths motor 
spacs» fhm for a giosn psetor ^t t^^ p«c«l»«<i osetor & 
in t^gn^(5mt»4j0 oon Ha ony mhsrs in tAe n^dtmensionsl 
900tor spooe, and if a doteotton pr&essa kas to ehooss 
betmesn two or more possihJs vaZuss of & it is reosonohZe 
to ooneluds (sXthougfp not provsdj that ths uolua of ^ most 
iiksly to fc« eorrsot is that corrsspondinp to the smoilest 
length of the noiss osetor f. fMs ,c&n hs seen from ths 
figure §*t,t &here it is ossumed thet th€ detector has prior 
knomisdge that *^ «» S^ ond &\ are S ond IL respeettt>ely, 
nines 9 is mueh shorter thon #«, i t l« reosonobie to assume 
that ^ » B is nors likely to he e&rreet tkon S » S^» 
In all detection processes studied here, the detector 
operstes on the r^ceipsd oector M to oktoin the detected 
polue of -^ ^ In e&ery case it has an exact prior knowledge 
of y» derioed from of knovdedye respomie of the channel tn 
^ 44 -
5.2, THE FROCSSS cr LIHEAB SQUAlIZATIOffs 
This ts the optimum linear estimation process for 
the m (^SJ) , for the case where the detector has prior 
knowledge of the m ly.^ but has no prior knowledge of 
the m I a A or the noise variance* 
Consider the n^dinenstonal Euclidean Vector Upaee 
containing the received vector S, Since the detector knows 
the m ( ^ i ) it knows the m-'dimensional subspace spanned 
by the m (^y^\ and this is of course the M'-dimenstonal 
subspace contt^ining the vector -i'y* aince the receiver has 
no prior knowledge of the [SJ^' it must assumed that any 
that any value of a* is as likely to be received as any 
other. To avoid, introducing additional symbols, -£>" will 
be used to represent either the actual vector transmitted, 
or else the possible estimate of this vector at the receiver, 
the distinction between the two being made clear in the 
contest* 
Fig. 5. 1. 1 
n-dimensional Euclidean Vector space containing 
the vectors R^, R^, V^, S^J and S^Y, 
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'let af ^ M 5.2. t 
ffhere '^ ts equally likely to have any real value, I'hus M 
i 
is an n-'component row-vector which is equally likely to lie 
'at any pount in the m-dimensional subspace spanned by y^ • 
'I'he problem ts to determine the best estimate which the 
receiver can make of *^, given the received vector M and 
using its prior knowledge of y, this estimate should be 
such as to maximise Pfi^/n), the posterior probability 
density of a given S, By Bayes theorewr *^ , 
P(S/SJ « Iffi P(B/SJ 5*2.2 
Xhere P(R/s) is the conditional probability density of B 
given <&, and P(S) and P(B) are, respectively, the probability 
i 
densities of S and ^, 
aince B is given and as far as the receiver is con-
cerned P(S) is constant for all {a) , being equally k 
likely, the receiver must choose «a to maximise 
P(M/Sj, trowi egns.(5.2,t) and (5.U4) 
B ^ B + W 5.2.3 
&'o tha t, 
r^ e A. -f jr. for i «: 1,2,.....n 5.2.4 
Where r^ » h and » are the ith components of B, B, and 
W, respeciivley, aince ( f J are sample values of ~ 
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statistically indep^nient gasuasian random variables with 
sero mean and variance , it follows that r^ in Sqn,(5»2»4) 
is a sample value of a gaussian random variable with mean 
value h and variance , and further more the r. are 
statistically independent, Sence from £qn,(5»2»tj 
P(R/S} « P(R/a) 
fs P(r^ rp*».«r /h p ^2"^'"'^^^ 
« P(r^/hj),F(r^/h^/ r(r^fh^) 
j i . 
©ftere fs^H^ is the length of the vector (M^SJ, and so is 
the distance between the vectors ^ and isr. Thus in order 
to maximising t{iifs) and hence P(S/M), the receiver must 
choose -£•' to mintmijse (B-Hj, In other wordst the receiver 
must choose S to minimip.e the distance between ^ ana HI, 
where ^ may have any real value* 
Let If be the orthogonal projection of B on to the 
m - dimensional subspace spanned by the iv.) • deferring 
to fig,5*2,1, the square of the distance between & and ST is 
nince (B-ITJ is orthogonal to (lY-STJ, 
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Mow (M^ir; (M-^Aff is not dependent on «f titd (Xlt-^^f) 
(XY-'Sf) is non negative being the square of the distance^ 
SO that (S-'SIJ (M'STJ is minimum uken aJt » Xf OP S m j[ 
Thus the point in the m-4imenaional aubspaoe, spanned 
by the ^y^J » at the mtnimmm distance from &, is the 
orthogonal projeeiion of ^ on to this subspace* It follows 
now that P(B/8) ana therefore PfSpBJ is maximum u^en a^I, 
If the reeeivea signal veetor ^ lies in the m^dimen" 
tional eubspaee, then, clearly the most likely value of ST 
^if ^» In general, because of the noisen it mill not *# lie 
in this subspaee, and in this ease the best estimate the 
ae tee tor can make of ^ is the m^component rmpeetor X» 
whose components may h&ue any real value and are such that 
iXT is the orthogonal projectbn of M on to the m-'dtmenttonal 
subspaee spanned ^y (U4) * 
m-dimentional subspaee spanned 
by the Y^ 
Fig. 5.2, 1 
n-dimensioriQl Euclidean Vector space showing 
the m-dimensional subspaee containing the 
vectors SY and iT . 
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the smallest subspace of the n-dlra«nstonai signal 
space which contains a^ for all values of ^' is the 
m-^dimenstonal auhspace spanned by the [ y^ • mnce 
MssSl-hW, if S is projected on to a subspace which is 
orthogonal to any of [y^ , then certain sets of the 
possible vectors ^ will give a sero signal component in 
the projection of M on to this subspace* Such a projection 
of S, therefore, cannot be used to estimate ST and hence 
i>» It follows that B cannot be projectid on to a subspace 
on to subspace of dimensionalityless than m. Thus the 
best linear estimate of a is obtained by projecting M on to 
the m-dimensional subspace spanned by the (y^) • 
Hince (M^xrj is orthogonal to each of (^y^) 
(S-'XrJ T^ ^ 0 5.2.7 
in^^Mf^ 5.2.8 
X m M f^Y'fr^ 5.2.9 
It follows that if the received vector B is fed to 
the input terminals of the linear network represented by 
the n I m matrix i^fjrf^j"' in Sqn,(5.2.9)» then the 
signals at the m output terminals are the components i^^) 
of the vector 1$ where I is the best linear estimate the 
detector can make of S, under the assumed conditions. 
J^rom Bqns.(5.U4) and (5.2,9) 
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or J « 5 -f « 5,2. to 
where U « i/fy/)'^ 5.2.11 
The m component rowveetor u is the noise vector at. 
the output of the network I*(ir^rK the matrix /(Tf^F^ 
is of course an n I m matirix of rank m» Maeh component 
U^ of the noise-vector ff, is a simple vulue of a gaussian 
random pariable with zero mean and a variance which is not 
narmally equal toa^^and which may differ from one component 
to another. 
Saving obtained I, each A'^  that is each transmitted 
element value, can now be detected by testing the correspon-
ding 1 . against suitable threshold levels. Since the 
transmitted signal elements in a group are statistically 
independent and equally likely to have any of the possible 
values, the threshold levels used in detection of JS from 
^. lie half way between the adjacent possible values of 
S , Sach -&' is detected as its possible transmitted value 
between the sane threshold levels as corresponding i , It 
may readily be shown that these threshold levels minimize 
the error probability in the detection of each *^ 'j • 
The n M m netw9^k f*(Yf T' performs a process of 
exact linear equalisation on the received vector n to 
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eltminate all interaynbol interference between the n signals 
at its outputs, that is each signal £^ is given by 
^i'-^i'' h 5.2.12 
and therefore depends only on the corresponding S.^ 
^together with the noise component V., being independent 
of the remaining element values. 
The n I m netwrok r(Tr) could be Implemented by 
the n I m network V feeding the n I n network (tr f as 
shown in Hg,5*2*2, Although more costly to implement in 
32 practice "^  , this arrangement demostrates more clearly the 
nature of the linear transformation performed on ^ by 
Y^/jr^r^* #0K># ^i is an m~com.ponent vector whose ith 
T 
component is ^T^ . Let 
then 
h-'if'l2 hn ^•^•'^ 
M' ' X-. ieY (^yy'>^ 
Fig* 5,2,2 
Expended form of the linear network T^ (YY ) T ,-1 
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T MX. is the inner product of tfie n-conponent vectors M 
T 
and 7., f^urther^more, MI is the output signal obtained 
when M is fed to a correlation detector maiehed to Y^ , 
since this correlation detector performs the operation 
described by Bqn,(5*2,14)* Evidently the linear network 
T T is a set Of m corielation detectors matched to the m 
vectors ( i /^ » Sach of these performs a process of matched 
filter detection on the corresponding received signal 
element 'S ' . / . . 
The network x is matched to the signal ^T and 
performs a process of matched further detection on the 
T 
received vector M, The output signal vector £T from the 
network T uniquel]i determines the vector IX which, if 
fed to the input of T , would give this output siganl. 
Thus 
xrr^ ^ sx^ 5*2, f5 
Since If lies in the m-dimenstonal subspace spanned by 
the (y^^ and since (5*2,15) is the same as (5*2,8), it 
follows that IT in {5»2»f5) is the orthogonal projection 
of R on to this subspace. 
The netwrok (Xx ) " transforms the vector Mr to 
the vector 
Mf(Xt^r^ = ni^dX^r^ a X 5.2.16 
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fa that (IT j " ^ is clearlly an inverse network, fhich 
reverses the transformation by means of which JL has been 
converted J[TJr. Clearly, T is equivalent to a matched 
filter and (tr^J"^ to an inverse filter. 
The wanted component in the output signal Si from 
the ith correlation detector» in the expanded form of the 
linear neiwrok T(fj^f\ ia B^ T^I^ . The correlation 
detector maximises the ratio of the energy level of this 
signal to the average energy level of the noise component 
St. in ^^2 • However, the latter signal also contains (m^f) 
components (<^g Y. T^ J due to the other components (s^J 
J i f» of the m-^component roi&^vector <&• The inverse network 
(TIT)'' processes the (^fJ^) to eliminate all intersymbol 
interference, and suitable adjusts the levels of the 
resultant signals to give the (I^) at its output terminals, 
5.3 EMBQM mOBABILITX AND SIGNAL TO JfOiSS RMTIOi 
Consider first the case where the signal elements 
are binary loded such that for each t ^ s f ; . let the 
orthogonal projection of Sr on to the ith decision boundary 
be the vector CS , where C is an (m-fj -- component romveetor 
and B is the (m^l) Z n matrix obtained from T by deleting 
the ith row T , £>ince the vector (ST « CB^J is orthogonal 
to the (m-'fj dimensional subspace comprising the ith 
decision boundary, it is also orffiogonal to any T^ where J§i» 
thus, 
or uB^ B^^ = STB J 5.3*2 
or V « SiB^^ (B^B^r^ 5,J.3 
i 
let d^ be the distance from SY to CM.» 
then 
d j^ « (ST'OBjJ (SY'UB^f 
= (SY^GB^J Y^' S^, from (5.3.f) 
« (SY-SYB/ (B^B^^r^ /j/, from eqn. (5.3.3) 
d^ « nYd^B^ (B^B^)B^) Y'^S^ J-dm v.'U (5.3.4) 
^'here I is an n I n identity matrix let i»^ be the (m-f) 
component row vector obtained by deleting the ith component 
-!>• froms S. then 
d / « (S^Y^i•t^^B^) (T-B^^(B^B/r^B^) (S^Y^f-S^B^)^ 
« ^f^ (I'^B/(B^B/)'^S^J ^ i'^ S -^^ 'j^  J (Y/&YB^\^) 
« ^^Y^(I^B/(B^B/J'h^)Y^\ '^S^Y^(I-B/(B^B/)'^B/ii/ 
ii^Y^d'B^^ (B^B^^)''^B^)Y^^S^ (5.3.5) 
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aince S K -f^ f from eqn* (5*3*5} 
tfj « Y^ (I^B/(B^s/rh^)r/ (5*3*5) 
Clearly d. is independent of S and f« therefore not a 
! 
fknctton of the element binary values* It is, ho&euer^ 
normally a function of i* 
An error occurs in the detection of the ith element 
when XT and Sf lie on opposite sides of the ith decision 
it^oundary* Thus the probahtlity of ah error in the detec-
tion of the ith element is the probability that the 
orthogonal projection of noise oector f on to the perpen-
1 -
dtcular from SJt on to the ith decision boundary, is in 
the direction of the boundary and exceeds the perpeMi'-
cular distance from Si to the boundary^, nines the ortho-
I Qonal projection of t on to nay direction in the m-dimen'-
stonal subspace spanned by the (T^l, is a gaussian random 
bariahle mith gero mean and variance « and since d^ is 
the perpendicular distance from SI to the ith decision 
boundary, the probability of error in the detection of the 
ith binary element is*^*^ 
/0 > 
•Jlj / 9 r 
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In the general case where d is a function of i, different 
signal-^elementa in a group of m have different error p r o -
habHitiea, A simple upper hound to the average element 
error probability is given by the value of P. for the 
smallest a^, let the minimum value of d^ be d ana the 
corresponding value of P. be P, then the average element 
error probability is less than or equal to 
P '^ Q( d/<^} 5*3*10 
Consider now the more general case of multilevel signal 
elements where the elements of a group are statistically 
independent and equally likely to have and of the K 
different values. In the presence of additive white 
gausaian notse it is clear that practically all errors 
in the detection of (sJ mill involve a transmitted ele-
i ^ 
nent value being detected o« an adjacent value^ so that 
\the noise vector ff carries R on to the other side of a 
I 
Idecision boundary adjucent to the vector &'Y, where the 
components of the vector a are the transmitted element 
value. Suppose that the two adjacent values of A>" are 
"a" and ''ai-2b''* S is now ae tec ted as "a" when the 
corresponding J^<^ai/-b and S. i$ detected as "a+b" when 
Z^ "^ a-f'b, assuming that X^ya^b and I^^ai-Jb. Clearly 
the decision boundary in the m-dim'entional subspace , 
used for the decision as to whether S ss a or ai-Bb, is. 
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f^rom Sqn,(4*J*4j the locue of all points traced out by 
¥S^ i^ ( a ^ b J I^ 5.3. tf 
sshers V^ and (m-^fj c&mponent remusctor mhoss components 
ma^ ham any rml oalues, ^He dtatance from Sf to the 
decisten boundary traced out by Mqn.(5*3*t1) is clearly 
the eame as the distance of Bf-^ia-hh)! to the hypsrplane 
(m-'l dimentional subspaeej fB^, let this dietanee be «* 
It can be eeen from eqn(§.3.4) that, 
e^ ^ St-ia'^b}f^ <l-B^(B^B^fh^) isr-^ie-i-bn^f 
igain, let ^^ be the vector obtained from S by deleting 
i 
its ith component S., their 
i / • (S^fj+S^B^^(a-hh)f^(J'-B^^(B^B^r^B^)(S^f^'tS^B^'-(ai'b)y^f 
« iiS^-a^b)!^} (X-B/(B^s/r^B^)(l/(S^^a''bJ) 5.3. f2 
Since the two valuee of S. Qr& aseimed to be a and a'f2b. 
and 
e^ ^ b Zl^^(l'B^^(B^B^^rh^}r^f3 ^/^ 3.3.14 
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'^hich eorr06p0nde Gl9ttrly with eqn(§,3,6), jigain the 
distance to the &eet»i&n boundary ia n^t a function 0 / 
the 9aiu«a 0 / th^ in^l) elements not imcludins the %th 
element, tut it is now e function of the ith element 
palue, 18^ felt has of course been assumed to be the vulue 
adjacent to the boundary * ^fearing in mind that for 
practical purposes all errors result from B being on the 
I 
oppoatte Bids of 0 decision boundary adjacent to SI, it 
^ean be seen that e. in egn,{5*3*f4) is the distance to 
\the nearest decision boundary and is therefore independent 
not only of the values of the remaining (m'^l) elements but 
also of the tih element itself, ^hus the distance to the 
inearest decision boundary gimn by e^ in eqn^(5*3*14) is 
^independent of the transmitted element values^ assuming, 
\of cousse, that adjacentvalues of *i?| are seperated by 
a fixed quantity* 
The probability that the noise motor & carries ^ 
into the opposite side of the decision boundary Just 
considered is 
«^ ** I fWo^ ^^^ (S^f^G^ } dm* 
« kte^/°-J 5.3*15 
Mhen S has its most positive or most negative u&lue, 
there is only one decision boutidary at the minimum distance 
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^. end? error probabiliiy here is ^(eJ^) tih&n. ^ 
0nly of its other possible vaJuea there are always tmo 
I decision boundaries at the latni&um distance « , ao that 
the error probability ie n^w 2Q(eJo--), At high signal/ 
noise ratio the dcubitng of the error probabiJtty correS'^ 
ponde to only a small change in signaifnoise ratia so that 
for a practicoJ purposes the error probability ean be taken 
i 
Q$ Pj in e^n^(3*3*15) what eper the palue of S. 
Since e^ in general is a function of is different 
signal elements in a group of m hase different error 
probabilities* I simple upper bound to the a&erage element 
error probability is given by the mlue of P. in eqn*(5»3»15) 
for the smallest e^, let the ninimum value of e^ be e and 
the corresponding value of I^ be i\ Then the average 
[element error probability is lees than or equal to 
p ^ q ( « /o- ; 5*3. f^J 
5.4 coMPiRisoK mm iisun Am ms»iimA^ soo^^izms: 
The prior knowledge of the sampled impulse response 
of the channel can be represented as a prior hnomledge that 
the received signal oector S]t(that is the signal mithout 
noise) is confined to the tS'^dimeniional subspoce spanned 
by the m vectors (f^J in the n-^imensioual pcctor space* 
The received vector is the n-^omponent pee tor 
M « .^ T ^i 5*4*1 
« 5P -
The m M n matrix f ie known at th@ receiper and defines 
the m-^tmensionol eubnpacQ to whteh S3t t@ confined* In 
the pres^nct 0 / the noise the b@st Zinetir estimate 0 / S 
ffom the received pee tor ^ t§ obtainM by projecting'£1 
on t& the m^itmenetonal aubepuce, fallowed by a process 
&f metrix infers ton. The u^ole process is ochteoed by 
1 jf I'»- f 
feeding S through the linear netmrk lr(ft ) lahose m 
output terminels hold the oector M which is the best 
] J 
linear mtimate that can be node of S, under the assumed 
conditions* 
The process of linear egualiMation discussed pre'" 
vieusly is equtpalent to (but not the sane) as the ar rea-
gement used mtih uninterrupted signale* ^here are however, 
,t&o adpantages here* firstly, exact eguaHeatton is 
obtained tsith n £ m network i (Tr) , provided that the 
different groups of signal elements are disjoint in time* 
Since uiith most practical tranemisston paihst the 
impulse response of the channel delays fairly rapidly on 
each side of the central peak, a good approximation to 
truly orthogonal groups of elements oan be obtained by 
providing a sufficiently large gap between the adjacent 
group of transmitted signel<-elements* Secondiy since a 
recelmd group of m elements is gi^en by ST, in the sampled 
signal at the detector input, regardless of the channel 
response and transmitted element palues, then this uust be 
I 
«ion sero, prooided only that ther^ t6 not a complete 1&S9 
of 9tgnul intransmission, tsith infinite uttenuation over 
the mhole of the signal frequency band* i^hue, where there 
are diffieulties in obtaining accurate equttliMQtion of the 
conttnuoua signal or where certain eequeneee of element 
&aJuee result tn esceeetoe attenuation of the reeetped 
eiffnal, a use full admnteffe should be gained with the 
arrangement of orthogonal groupe* 
TASli 5.4» t 
•Sampled fmpulee Hesponee of the Baseband Channel 
(^0,7576, f.O2f?0 "7,490, '-f.tf9S, 6,3f$4, 2.f47?, 0,4B6, 
0.4664 J 
TABLE. 5,4.2 
Tolerance to noise of the linear network, linear egualtjsier 
and non linear equaliser expreeeed in db relative to its 
oalue far no deetortion ease, ^or the linear network 
m Kt $, g m 7 and. error probabilitg « 4 1 fO**^  
linear ^etmrk linear MqualiMer J^on^ltnear 
^qualiMsr 
"1,408 '2,^4$ "2,$ 3 
- 6f 
in erder to cotspare tk& toieranee to uMitiPe 
tshtte ffauestan nolee, the performance of the linear, mn 
itnear equalisers and the Itnetir netmrok ia eoalueted 
using the result ©/ seetiona 3*3$ 4*3 and 5*3* ^Ae impulse 
response t(t) ©/ the bassbttitd channel considered hers, is 
'^shomn tn fig*§*4*1 and its sampled impulse response is 
^gimn in fable 5*4, f* These results are obtained from 
lucky, and the eharaetertsites are similar to those obtained 
on a switched tslsphone nstt^ork* ^or the ease of the linear 
netmorh 6 elements in a group are assumed and with reference 
I 
I 
\to table 5m4*f$0 ff » ?• Ths tolerance to noise for the 
three systems is given in fable 5»4m2* The oalus of the 
signal to amid ratio is here quoted in decibels relative 
to its value in the case where there is no distortioft in 
the channel* In the case of the Itnear netufork the results 
are obtained for an error probability of 4 i tO ^. 
It can be seen from fable 5*4*2 that the linear 
network has the highest signal to noise ratio while the 
linear equaliser has the worst* This is due to the fact 
that the Itnear netmrk makes use of the prior knomledge 
of the g "O* leoel elements separating two consecutips 
groups of elements* fhe tolerance to noise of the non 
linear egualijser is slightly better than that of the linear 
equaliser and not much adoantage mould be gained in replacing 
the Itnear equalijser with non linear equaliner^ 
— 6Sf "• 
/ / ths number ©/ elemmta l« a group n la tner^asei 
the tolerance ef th& Minear network to uddHtipe ^iie 
gaussian nots^ mouM d^creae^* la the limit mhefi m t& much 
greater than g the performttnee e / the line&r netmrk end 
the linear eqmliser mould teceme stmiJar, UMer these 
erudition tt mould he iimateriGl whether the etgnel eJe» 
nenta are transmittedl in (^rth^§6nel groups &r in & 
continuous stremm &/ uninterrupted eignaJ. eievtents. 
*he performance ©/ the linear tran«&«r«oJ €qualix@r 
in the presence ®/ additive mhite gauBsian noise is obtained 
by considering thut the sigmi 02emetit& at th« trammitter 
are &rrariff€d in ffroupa* Since the linear tgaoiti?«r rf©«« 
not ma.k0 mo « /^ the prior kmmled^e of the Moro lepol 
olemonts oeperotln§ Qd^&eont groups of signal elements its 
performance in noise is eonsiderobly reduoed as compared 
to tkat of linear network, particularly for severe signal 
distortions* Consider the case of the synehronous serial 
baseband data trammiseton system of section S*2 where 
the signal elements are transmitted in continuous etreaag 
and let the baseband channel be eqmliMeS bg linear 
tranemrs&l equaliser* If nom linear network is to replace 
the linear equoHser in the arrangement fust considered^ 
then the continuous transmission of signal elemnts must 
be modified such that adjacent groups of tr&nei^itted signal 
elements are ssperated by appropriate number fo Msro level 
elements, fhis means that for a gimn channel &nd an element 
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transmisoion rats, more time i$ required to tranemit a 
given number of etgnal alements which carry the in/or" 
mation to be trammttted in the case of linear network ^ 
then the time reguired in the cuss of the tranapereal 
linear egualiMer* dlternatipely, if the linear equaltgier 
ie to replace linear network» then for the some informaiton 
to be transmitted in the gimn time, the element tranemi" 
esion rate of the corresponding continuous signal in the 
ease of the linear equ^tlijser must be appropiately reduced, 
with the result that there is, normally less intersynbol 
interference in the sample values of the received signal* 
it fallows that for a giuen channel and infornaiion rate, 
the performance of the linear transversal equaltsier in 
the presence of additive white gaussian noise, will, in 
general, be better than that given in tables* Further 
more, the comparison of the performance of the linear 
equaliser with that of linear netmrk carried,out in 
previous section is not a true comparison, instead the 
tolerance to noise of the linear equaliser should be 
obtained by considering a continuous transmission such 
that the information rate in the two ease, is the same* 
6*2 SFFBQT OF GBQUf' SIZ3: 
For a given channel the intersymbol interfersnee is 
fixed* If now the number of elements in a group is increased 
— 6S •• 
ke&ping g constant^ the resulting signal ematsttmg ©/ gr&ups 
of elements would apprp&ch a signal mhtch constate a / a 
sontinuoua stream of pulses* It therefore appears that 
mhen n is mueh greater than g se that 
fhe telerence to noise ef the linear netwrok would 
be similGr to that of the linear tr&nemrsal equaliter» 
furthermore the teleranee to noise of the linear equali«ert 
mhen eorreetly designed for the reoeiped signal» ie not imm 
much affee ted by whether the signal elements are transmitted 
in 4>rthogomal groups or in an unnierrupted etreamt eo that 
the linear network has approztm&tely the same tolerance to 
noiee as the linear equaliMsr for the corresponding BS*fBt«-
rrupted serial signal. 
fable 6,2. t shorn the tolerance to additive wkite 
gauss tan noise of the linear netmorh for different oalues 
of m the tolerance is have expressed in dS realtive to 
its &@lue obtained in the ease ^ere there is no distortion 
6 felerance to noise 
e ^t.408 
10 ^1.719 
23 --2.219 
felerance to noise of the linear netmrk for different mlues 
of Mt expressed in dB relative to its value in the ease where 
there is no distortion* 
It B&n be 8sen from the tabZe that the tolerance t0 net9€ 
of the iinsar netmrk deereaaes &iih the increase in the 
group simt g reKainins conat&nt, #©r very large paJuee 
of a. Therefore^ the linear net&rffk would hepe appraxi^ 
mately the same performanee ae the linear tranaveraal 
equialiser* &n^er such eandittona no advantage mul4 be 
gained by replacing a linear tranaperaal egualtser hg the 
corresponding linear netmrak^ 
^•^ €UmMl MODIFICiTJQ» FM QafB^mm^ mmPS ^F SIOMAUt 
Beferring to the data tranamtaaicn age tern offig.tmt^f 
described in aection 2*1 and 3»f» eince adjacent groupa cf m 
aignsl^elementa, at the transmitter, are aeperated bg g xero 
level elementa tshich carry na infarmattant (m^-g) f aeccnd 
are required ta tranamit information carried by the m aignal 
elementa of a group, where ff ta the element tranamiaaion 
rate, if now orthogonal groupa of aignal are replaced by 
continuoua (uninterrupted) atream of aignal, then, for the 
[aame information rate, the m aignal elementa muat now be 
I 
\tran8mitted, mtth the no gapa, o&er {m*gj f aeeonda, mhich 
meana th&i the element tranamiaston rate in the equtaaleni 
continuous traanmiaai&n, i@ reduced from t0 to iff 
where f*m(SM)^ 6.3. t 
•So that the aignal at the tranamitter, in the equtpolent 
of data tranamiaaion^atem, ia nam tranemitted continuoualy 
• r 
fffl cofittfi,sF^^j,;^^ SA^M€i> 2^/>i^i,^^ A£s/o^sc A'n^, 
7/i£. B6lUfl^AlS/^r ^Af^PL£^ tM^i^i^^S- ii£^PDAf££ o/H 
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GJl interuaZs of f* secQnds and the received signaJl, at 
the output of the receioer filter, is sampled at time 
instante i6o t » tT* for &21 f. The corresponding impulse 
response h*(+) of the transmitter and receioer filter in 
cascade, is different from £^at given by Man,( J 
is now 
+ Its ^*" ^ P ' ^^  6.%2 
( fr •" fj 
it is shown tn fig 0,3* f 
The etquioalent sampled impulse response of the basbandi-
channel corresponding to the given channel, no longer 
reaatns the same when the groups of the signal at the trans^ 
mi tier are replaced by the corresponding continuous trcns-' 
miseion, 
^he egutualent sampld impulse response is obtained 
by sampling at intervals of 3* sees the wave form yUt) 
which is the con&olution of h*(tj tn 6»3»f ^tth the corres" 
i 
ponding impulse response of the transmission path corres-
ponding to the gipen channel as shown in fig»5»4*t y(tj is 
&hoiffn in fig,6,J,2. To obtains the eorresponiing equivalent 
sampled Impulse response of the channel y'(tj in fig,6,3*S 
is sampled at tnterpetls f* #«c«. ths sampUng instants fterer 
1 
are ussumsd to bs such that tk@ tiaing mapeferm l« pha@n 
i&cke4 to ths peak of y'ftj* Sft® sampled impulse rQBponses 
E»/ the modified channel together with that used f&r 
orth&sonal groups (fuble^fj are given in fadi« 6,J,t» 
!»amp2ed impulse resp^nsesm 
SamplM impulse r$$pom0 
for orthogonal groups 
Mquitxilent soviplei impulm 
response for conitnuoun 
tr&nsnisaion 
^f,1f93» €^3f64» 2,U77, 
0.486, 0.4S64J 
('^.r25» "t^tfBS, 5.9f25» 
0,466, 0.m9J 
6,4 PmF€>^04A;C£ 10 MiSi. fOM TBE SiMS IMFCaMUflOli MAfSs 
In tkis seetion the tolerane^s t& noise of the linear 
nelimrk lim^&r equoltffer and the noR linear equaltMer is 
obtainei aueh that the inforaatton rate is eav.e in all the 
caaes, The signal to miee ratio of the linear netmrok is 
eoalusted u^ing the channel given in Table 5,4.f while 
those of the linear and non linear equaliMer are obtained 
using the modified (eguiu&lentj gt&en in the fable 6,3,1, 
2A* tQlsranee to noise ©/ the lin^&r netwarh i$ hnre expr9' 
saed tm dB*B rei&tiv€ to its paiues in the eaaa of l&« 
2in0mr ani tA# n&n ltn«ar equGHjBsrM for an err&r probebi" 
Ittii of 4 in fO^, fh& infQrwi&tien rate being the same In 
ike two caseBm 
nBlS*6,4, f 
ioJerance to mtse of the iInter met&erk 
Belattue to limar equuliMer Relative to non linear 
equaliMsr 
«i«rnriiniiii)iiiiiii.iiriiiiM I III III I I l l I •iiMiniiiiiiiiii HIT nil •iiiiiiii •iiiilii I iiiiii , i i i f i i i i i . i i i f ,iii i inr i i i iwi r i i ii. umiiiii i irirKmiiL 111.1I1111111 ir iiiiiiiii]i 111 
tolerance to noise of the lineor network ezpreesed ta dMs 
relative to tte oalue with lineor ond non linear equalisers 
for the some information rate &n4 on error probability of 
4 in fO^, 
From the results of table 6*4*f it con be seen that 
the performsnee of the linear netmrk is slightlm better 
than that of either the linear or the non linear equaliser 
although the information rote is same in the tm cases. 
This shows that the linear netmorh wouM hope a better 
performance even when the orthogonal groups of signals is 
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replaced by a eonttnuous sfreap 0 / puZses when the baaebandt 
ehanneJ heta an impulse response aa gtwen tn aeetton 5*4* 
6^ 5. £FMCf Cf TlUim MBmM^s 
in the model of ih^ digital data transw.ieeion eye tern 
deeeuBsed in 2,2 and 5,1, tt has been assumed^ that the base'-
band aignal at the output ef the receiver filter muat be 
Isampled at regular tnter&als of i eece* In ether mrde 
the sampling interval at the reeeii^er must &« properly 
synchronised with the interval eeperattng tufo consecutive 
signal elemente at the transmitter. Varteua eynehronieation 
techniquee have been proposed in the published literature 
and all of them aim at providing proper synchroniMation 
between the transmitter and rectever* Jn any practical 
system there is always a possibility of deviation in the 
tilling information received at the receiver^ 
This mould result in Incorrect sampling instants* 
J^or a given sampled impulse response of the channel^ iRco-
rrect sampling would result in poor perfornanee of the 
system* The effect would however he different on different 
systems, For example it is Quite possible that one system 
may be able to with stand incorrect sampling instants 
better than the other. It is therefore worth investigating 
the effect of such timing errors en the performance of the 
systems being studied in this mark. 
fabls 6*5*1 shewn the performance 0 / tft« 2i 
network r^Iati&e ta thdt of the Itneistr and non Itnear 
equGitMers fer different v&lues in the Bampltng inst^antB* 
fkB8€ deviations are h^re expressed as peroentage of the 
sampling period. The inf&raation rote being the s&me 
in the tmo eases* ^t can be seen fro& the t^ble that the 
line&r network uiwuys geins some admntuge in tolerance to 
noise oner the linear and non iinear equaitsers* For Jarge9 
values of the timing error this ad&ant&ge is as high as 
3 to 4 dBs* It therefore appears that the linear and non 
linear equaliMers are much wore sensitive to element 
ttfHng errors as compared mith the linear netumrk using 
orthogonal groups of signal elements* 
fABlS "> 6*5*1 
filing Mrror IfffSMMffPfm limAM IMTmmPfm> UMMB 
percent Wmm f •"" . MiMk W •"" 
Relative to Relative to Relative to Melative to 
linear iqua- Mpn^linear linear Mqua- Mn^'linear 
User dJSs Equaliser liMsr Mqualiser 
dBs dSs dBs 
- so 
- 15 
- 10 
- 5 
5 
10 
15 
SO 
5*90 
4*06 
2*00 
1*50 
1*54 
uso 
1*70 
2*50 
4*60 
3*00 
1*50 
1*20 
U30 
0*6B 
0*€? 
1,20 
- f ^ ' 
5*9 
4*6$ 
2*4 
1.3 
1*54 
2*2 
3*0 
4*0 
4.40 
5.€0 
1*90 
1*0 
1*3 
1*7 
2*2 
2*7 
CMAPfMM * VII 
The variGUB taseband channel equsiiMatton t^ehniqueB 
studied in tMs project hu&® their o&^ ait>&ntages aM diS" 
adu&ntagea, The linear netmrk employing erthngon&l greupa 
0/ signal eJementB Haa s&me important a&pantages oper the 
linear and non linear egualteera* Hrstly the linear «ef-
mork Qperatea aatiafactorily ooer any baseband channel 
pro&idea there ie no complete lose of atgnal at the reeeioer 
on aeoount of attenuation* Secondly there ia no error 
extenaion effect between aijacent groups of signal elements 
and therefore there is no degradation in the performance 
of the netvmrk on account of the error extension effects* 
The equipment complexity ia homeoer more in the ease of the 
linear network aa compared to the linear egualtMer. The 
latter can therefore be more conoeniently be used for 
ad op Hoe detection, 
dn impr&oed- tolerance to noise of the linear net" 
work is achieped at the cost of a reduction in the information 
iranamtsston rote* ffomepcrg for a gioen information trans" 
mission rate the performance of tk€ network is similar to 
an open better than that of the linear equaliser, fhen the 
"• 73 "* 
group St Me te PBpy largs as compared to th9 number of 
elements set sero bet&een tw(^ eQUsecutiue groupe, tke 
perfermunce of the Itae&r netm&rk te aimiJar to that 
of the linear equalteierm 
i'he Gptinum linear and th€ epitmum noh linear 
equuH»er®t studied in this project &re much m&re eeneitipe 
towards the elements timing err&re &e compared to the 
Itne&r^ network* Thie is an important ed&antaee mhtch the 
linear network has ooer the other two arrangemente aM 
must be taken into consideration &htle Gh0oeinff a particular 
system for the purpose of channel equalisation* 
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